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THE DYNAMIC TRUTH ABOUT YOUR FUTURE
FREEDOM FROM LACK, WANT & FINANCIAL DEBT!

Mark Smith
United Kingdom

Dear Mark,

WHEN GOD SPEAKS IT'S IMPORTANT, BUT...

What you are about to hear from God is going to change your life forever... BUT REMEMBER - HEARING IS NOT ENOUGH!

Unless you are willing to do something about it - the TRUTH I am about to reveal will have no power to change your circumstances and set you free...

YOU MUST BE PREPARED TO TAKE ACTION!

I want to warn you right now that Satan is going to do all he can to weaken your faith, destroy your hope, and rob you of the future God has planned for you.

He does not want you to actualize the "MILLIONAIRE POTENTIAL" in your life. Mark, he wants you to keep thinking everything is falling apart and nothing will ever change.

This is, of course, a LIE FROM THE PIT OF HELL. GOD'S PROMISES ARE TRUE... and BY FAITH ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE to those who believe.

You are about to enter an exceptional period of multiple...

The SEED OF FAITH God has placed in you requires that you ACT "AS IF" THE VERY THING YOU ARE BELIEVING FOR IS ALREADY IN YOUR HANDS! The Bible says in Hebrews 11:1...

"Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen."

Mark, the Holy Spirit awakened me this morning and said to tell you to IMMEDIATELY STOP trying to figure out HOW God is going to do what He has promised - and BEGIN THIS MOMENT to focus on WHAT you need Him to do. Mark, God gave me this very special verse for you - Isaiah 46:9-10...

"Remember the former things of old, for I AM God, and there is no other; I AM God, and there is none like Me; declaring the end from the beginning, and from ancient times things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will do all My pleasure."

God has already worked out all the details of your miracle... He has seen the end from the beginning and has carefully planned each step. Now, you have the opportunity to start at the beginning of a completely orchestrated plan.

GOD HAS DESIGNED YOUR GLORIOUS FUTURE... ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS CLAIM IT!
Mark, I see in the Spirit... there has been a crying out in your life for a MIRACLE BLESSING OF FINANCIAL ABUNDANCE. DO NOT FEAR! The deepest expression of faith is crying out to God - knowing that He holds the ANSWER.

I SEE IN THE SPIRIT: Satan is trying to block your TOTAL VICTORY. He is bringing up others who have failed you in the past. Well, let me say, I have kept all my promises to you and GOD IS NOT A MAN THAT HE SHOULD LIE.

Mark, a few days ago, I sent you a letter with a very special PROPHETIC WORD God gave me for you. Do not allow this letter to go unanswered. When we miss God - WE MISS OUT ON OUR SEASON OF MIRACLES.

EVERY MIRACLE HAS A SEASON...

All miracle seasons have beginnings and endings. Each person in the Bible who received a miracle had to move at God's appointed time. Mark, it is time for you to change faith gears and move into your SEASON OF RECEIVING!

No one lives in a constant season of miracles... even Jesus had to go to the cross. But Mark, NOW IS YOUR SEASON OF MIRACLES... and you must not let it pass you by.

You have been walking through your season of dreaming and waiting challenges head on. NOW IT IS YOUR SEASON OF SOWING and REAPING - PLANTING AND HARVEST! The Bible says the reaper shall overtake the sower, and you shall reap where others have sown. I'M A VERY SMART TIME FROM NOW - THE MOST WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITIES TO GET YOUR HANDS CASH ON SOME MARK, IT IS YOUR SEASON OF MIRACLES!

Once God sets your miracle in motion, you will begin to reap quickly... almost immediately! YOU SERVE A GOD OF ABUNDANCE! Look at this Bible verse from Ephesians 3:20...

"Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine, according to HIS POWER that is at work within us..."

You see Mark, God's power at work in you will release the MILLIONAIRE POTENTIAL IN YOU... and it is so much more than you have ever imagined. That is why God sent me to you... to help you learn the SECRET OF RELEASING THE MIRACLE POWER OF GOD!!!

As God has revealed your life to me, I recognize that this opportunity is coming at a time when the circumstances in your life are not ideal for you to respond. THAT IS GOD'S WAY! He calls us to be obedient to Him when obedience seems like foolishness and ONLY THE POWER OF GOD can make a difference!

* You must look when you cannot see...
* You must take a step when you cannot walk...
* You must stand when you have no strength...

YOU MUST TAKE ACTION WHEN FAITH IS YOUR ONLY HOPE!

Mark, please understand... Without commitment YOUR OPPORTUNITY will be GIVEN TO ANOTHER. Abandoned opportunities are never lost - they are simply pursued by the other people... the ones you hear giving their MIRACLE TESTIMONY. Don't just listen to the miracles God has given others - BE A RECEIVER! God has given you a great opportunity... YOUR OWN SEASON OF MIRACLES!

The TWO KEYS to EVERY HARVEST are SOWING and TIMING!
Mark, your time is now! You must start with what you have - what God has placed in your hand. If what is in your hand is not your HARVEST then it must be your SEED! WHAT YOU SOW TODAY will produce TOMORROW'S PAYDAY! The power of God will make each future day outshine each yesterday.

Listen Mark, SATAN HAS YOU UNDER ATTACK. I am not saying this to cause fear... BUT JESUS SAID, "SATAN HAS COME TO STEAL, KILL and DESTROY" and at this very moment, Satan is trying to accomplish these vicious acts in your life!

You're fighting both EVERYTHING and NOTHING...

WE MUST STOP HIM...

OVER AND OVER AGAIN.

WE MUST RELEASE GOD'S MIRACULOUS POWER!

Through the ages, God gave INSTRUCTIONS to men and women of great faith: Moses performed miracles with a rod, Paul gave out healing handkerchiefs, David used a slingshot to defend God's people, Jesus healed with spittle and dirt, and God put gold in a fish's mouth.

These were all SIMPLE FAITHTOOLS ANOINTED WITH SUPERNATURAL POWER that brought MIGHTY MIRACLES to pass in the lives of those who obeyed...

Once again almighty God, creator of the universe and supplier of every need, prophetically directed me to pick up some earthly faith tools and place them in your hands. I believe when they are used with faith and obedience... MIRACLES WILL HAPPEN IN YOUR LIFE!

Yes, SUPERNATURAL MIRACLES of LOVE, WEALTH, HAPPINESS and GOOD HEALTH will be released in your life.

Psalm 37:23 tells us - YOU WILL BE ABLE TO ESTABLISH OR RE-ESTABLISH CONTACT WITH A PERSON DEAD TO YOU!

"The steps of a good man (or woman) are ordered of the Lord..."

APPEARENTLY, IT'S SOMEONE YOU ALREADY KNOW!

PRAISE GOD... MIRACLES ARE ABOUT TO HAPPEN!

Mark, God is saying to you today... "IT IS MY DIVINE ORDER THAT YOU MOVE FORWARD INTO THE MIRACLE BEYOND WHAT I HAVE PROVIDED... AS YOU MOVE FORWARD YOU WILL NOT SLIP, YOU WILL NOT STUMBLE, AND YOU WILL NOT FAIL TO ACCOMPLISH WHAT YOU HAVE SET OUT TO DO." Lift your hands and praise God!

...I NO LONGER HAVE THE SLIGHTEST DOUBT!

Mark, success is always connected with action. FAITH ALWAYS REQUIRES ACTION.

People of FAITH, VICTORY and MIRACLES keep moving forward... Even when they make mistakes, they do not quit - but continue to move in God's direction. God is challenging you, to MOVE FORWARD by using the ANOINTED FAITH TOOLS I have provided to release the MILLIONAIRE POTENTIAL in your life.

God instructed His prophets of old to use anointed faith tools according to HIS DIVINE INSTRUCTION to bring about supernatural miracles.

OBEEDIENCE TO GOD was the very FAITH ACT that empowered the FAITH TOOL... so God could release the MIRACLE. This was true in Bible days and it is true today!

THE KEY TO YOUR FUTURE IS TO LOOK AHEAD...

AND NEVER LOOK BACK!

Mark, your past does not dictate what God is ready to do for you TODAY. Satan wants you to keep looking back so you will not be able to see a vision of victory. Mark, NOW IS THE TIME to forfeit the safety of the present to enter into your DIVINE DESTINY! (Read that again).

YOU ARE NOW READY TO BE CHANGED...

The "status quo" is about to be overturned in your life. If you really want to experience REAL CHANGE - to move up to a new level, a better place, to receive more, have more, enjoy more... you are going to have to experience the transition that precedes change.
Whenever you disturb your "status quo" faith, some discomfort will follow. However, these are the STEPS FORWARD that God has ordered. These bold STEPS OF FAITH will bring about the CHANGE you want, the MIRACLES you need.

GET READY TO RELEASE THE POWER OF GOD AND UNLOCK THE MILLIONAIRE POTENTIAL IN YOUR LIFE!

God has given me the 8 SECRET STEPS INCREASE PLAN for your life. This 8 STEP PLAN is ordered of the Lord. Mark, the number 8 itself represents NEW BEGINNINGS. When you take these 8 SECRET FAITH STEPS - you will experience the POWER OF GOD at work on your behalf as He unlocks the MILLIONAIRE POTENTIAL in your life. This plan begins with your OBEDIENCE IN FAITH today.

Mark, the FAITH SLIPPER I enclosed with this letter is the FAITH TOOL God instructed me to send to you. This FAITH SLIPPER represents YOUR DIVINELY ORDERED STEPS. God told Joshua that he could claim every place where he placed his foot. God commanded his to speak out and declare exactly what he wanted. Now, in Jesus’ Name, follow these simple but unusual FAITH INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Place the FAITH SLIPPER on your RIGHT FOOT; place your Bible on the floor; and place your right foot on the Bible. Then make the following FAITH DECLARATION out loud:

   "I DECLARE THAT GOD’S WORD IS TRUE AND SATAN IS A LIAR. I WILL SUCCEED; I WILL BE HEALTHY; I WILL PROSPER FINANCIALLY; LOVE WILL FIND ME; NOTHING SHALL HURT ME; I HAVE A DIVINE DESTINY! I STAND ON THE WORD OF GOD; I WALK BY FAITH; I AM MOVING TOWARD TOTAL VICTORY; I WILL STEP INTO GOD’S PLAN AND RELEASE THE MILLIONAIRE POTENTIAL IN MY LIFE; I WILL REJOICE IN ALL THINGS FOR THE LORD IS MY LIGHT AND MY SALVATION."

2. Remove the FAITH SLIPPER and print your NAME AND THE DATE on it and get this slipper back to me right away. I must anoint this FAITH SLIPPER after you have worn it and made the FAITH DECLARATION God gave me for you.

After I anoint your FAITH SLIPPER I will send it back to you with these 8 POWERFUL SECRET STEPS FOR DIVINE INCREASE. As you take these 8 FAITH STEPS... MIRACLE MONEY will materialize. Trust me when I say to you that people will see the powerful blessing that rests upon your life. I keep seeing this picture of a NEW HOME or NEW PLACE TO LIVE... It means something. Get this FAITH SLIPPER back to me quickly so we can see this MIGHTY MIRACLE BLESSING released.

8 POWERFUL CHANGES are about to come to pass in your life as you follow this 8 SECRET STEPS INCREASE PLAN. A winning spirit will come upon you... new power that will help you discern and avoid danger... overcome evil, defeat every attack of the enemy. God gave me this word for you:

"Mark, do not repeat the mistakes of many and allow shortage or adversity to affect your generosity towards Me, saith the Lord. Do not worry about the things you need for as you SACRIFICE I will supply ALL your needs. You will have more than enough. No good thing will I withhold from you, saith the Lord. I am about to break the cycle of adversity and lack and unlock the MILLIONAIRE POTENTIAL I have placed upon your life! NOW IS YOUR TIME! Obey Me in this and I will surely bless you in ways you have never imagined!"

Mark, when you keep what belongs to God, He cannot send HIS MIRACLE BLESSING.

Do not eat your SEED, SEED IS FOR SOWING - the HARVEST is yet to come.
Oh, how I rejoice with you in the fact that WHAT YOU GIVE WILL BE GIVEN BACK PRESENTED DOWN, SHAKEN TOGETHER, AND COME BACK TO YOU, RUNNING OVER... Luke 6:38

II Chronicles 20:20 says, IF YOU OBEY HIS PROPHET YOU WILL PROSPER... So, it stands to reason, IF YOU DO NOT OBEY His prophet you WILL NOT PROSPER. God is plainly asking you for a SACRIFICE... SOMETHING YOU CAN AFFORD IS NOT A SACRIFICE.

Mark, I am speaking to you as God’s Prophet... sacrifice a SPRING SEED - for a GREAT HARVEST. I am asking you to obey God with a SACRIFICIAL GIFT of at least £20.00.

Don’t hold back the flow of God’s blessings upon your life. RELEASE THIS SEED OF £20.00 OR MORE! Mark, please do not be offended. If there was no way you could make this sacrifice and give this amount, God would not require it.

Please honor what David said: DO NOT COME BEFORE GOD WITH EMPTY HANDS.

When I anoint your FAITH SLIPPER and send you the 8 STEP SECRET INCREASE PLAN - I want to be able to pray for you like this:

"HEAVENLY FATHER, MARK, HAS OBEYED YOUR INSTRUCTIONS AND SOWED A SACRIFICIAL SEED... AS I ANOINT THIS FAITH SLIPPER YOU MUST HONOR HIS SEED WITH AN ABUNDANT RETURN HARVEST."

Now in Jesus’ Name, do not come with empty hands. Stretch yourself to sow a sacrificial seed of at least £20.00 - or more! YOUR MIRACLE LIES WITHIN THIS PLANTED SEED.

In 8 days - open the next envelope... and RELEASE GOD’S POWER.

Love to you,

[your sincere and devoted personal message]

P.S. Place your sacrificial seed OF £20.00 or more - along with your FAITH SLIPPER WITH YOUR NAME AND THE DATE on it - inside the REPLY ENVELOPE. Then, send it to me right away. YOUR MIRACLE IS ON THE WAY!

F.T.S. The sad and difficult course of your present state will suddenly and radically give way to a perpetual and unlimited number of blessed and happy days!
WAIT!

OPEN THIS ENVELOPE 8 DAYS AFTER YOU RESPOND TO MY LETTER!
Circle this date on your calendar now, so you won't forget...

<<<UNTIL THEN>>>>
Place this envelope in your Bible at Psalm 112:3.
Leave it there for 8 days after you respond to my letter.

Enclosed is a RIBBON ATTACHED TO A GOLDEN COIN and the
DIVINE INSTRUCTIONS for your MIRACLE MONEY BREAKTHROUGH!